CHAPTER ELEVEN

(U) THEDRAFTFISAAPPLICATION:JUNE1997TOAUGUST1997
(U) Questions Presented:

(U)Did OIPR properly conclude that the information
provided by the FBI in support of its request for a FISA order was legally insufficient?
Question One:

Question Two: (U) Did the FBI have in its possession additional
information which, had it been incorporated into the FISA application, would have
rendered the application legally sufficient?

QuestionThree: (U) Could the FBI have readily acquired additional information
which would have materially advanced its request for a FISA order?
Question Four: (U) Was the FBI's submission to OIPR accurate?
Question Five: (U)Did the FBI fairly and properly advise OIPR of information in
its possession which did not support, or which undermined, its request for a FISA order?

Question Six: (U)Did OIPR internally process the FBI's request for a FISA order
with professional skill and dispatch?
Question Seven; (U) Did OIPR apply anunduly high standard for evaluating the
legal sufficiencyof the FISA application?

Question Eight: (U) Did OIPRadvise the Attorney General of its determination
that the FISA application was legally insufficient and, ifnot, should it haw doneso?
Question Nine: (U)
Should OIPR have destroyed its files?
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PFIAB Questions: :
Question #2: (U) Whether the DOJ Office of Intelligence
Policy Review (OIPR) applied an inappropriately high
standard to the FBI's requestfor electronic surveillance
under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA).
Question #3: (U) Whether the FBI provided to DOJ OIPR
all U.S. Government information relevant io an appropriate
evaluation ofthe FBI's FISA request.
Question #8: (U) Whether the DOJ OIPR maintained
appropriate records concerning FISA requeststhat were
declined

A. (U) Introduction
(U) The AGRT concludes the following:
(1) (U) The final draft FISA application ("Draft #3"),on its face, established
probable cause to believe that Wen Ho Lee was an agent of a foreign power, that is to say,

aUnitedStates person currentlyengagedinclandestineintelligencegathering activities
for or on behalf of the PRC whichactivities involvedor might involveviolations of the

criminallawsoftheUnitedStates,andthathiswife,SylviaLee,aided,abettedor

conspired insuch activities.Givenwhatthe FBI and OIPRknewatthetime, it should
haw resultedin the submission of a FISAapplication, and the issuance of a FlSA ~der.
(2)

Givenwhat is known today, however, it is clear that the draft FISA

application contains serious misrepresentations of fact concerning the predicate for the
investigation. DOE made critical misrepresentations to the FBI on this matter. See
Chapters 6 and 7. The FBI,for its part, failed properly to investigate the predicatefor
itself. See Chapters 4 and 8. Instead, it unconditionally accepted DOE’s
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misrepresentations and it then transmitted those misrepresentations

b1
In short, given what the FBI and OIPR knew in 1997, Draft #3 should have been
submitted to the FISA Court. But, given what we know today, Draft #3 could never be
submitted to any court.
(3) (U) There is no indication that the FBI withheld exculpatory evidence from
OIPR in connection with its letterhead memorandum seeking a FISA order ("the June 5,
1997 LHM”). In fact, the contrary is clear. the FBI conscientiouslyapprised OIPR of the

weaknesses in its case.
(4) (U)The FBI failed to inform OIPR of critical information in its possession that
would have substantiallystrengthened probable cause. In om case, the information
omitted was so critical that it alone might have altered OIPR's perception of probable

cause.

(U)Other critical information was not actually known to the FBI but was
certainly knowable. In particular, as set forth in Chapter 9, the FBI could have gained
access to information concerning Wen Ho Lee's illicit computer activities and, thereby,
(5)

made a FISA order a foregone conclusion
(6) (U) OIPR devoted immediate, serious and substantial attention to this matter.

(7)(U)A factorin OIPR’s rejectionof the FISA applicationwas its undulyrigid
and narrowviewof what has come to be called “currency.”That view, expressedbyone

seniorOIPRattorney, is that “currency”requiresactivityinthe pastsixmonths. This is
neither requiredby the FISA statute,nor by its legislative history, nor is it consistent with
known patterns of conduct by agents of foreign powers.
(8)

In July/August 1997, the Acting Counsel for Intelligence Policy,

Gerald Schroeder, had a duty to bring to the attention of the Attorney General the
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b1

FBI
b6

OnJune5,1997,SSA{BLANK}senttheFISALHMfromNSDtoNSLU

(U)
where, accordingto SSA{BLANK}it landed
7/23/99)

in{BLANK}inbox.[686] {BLANK}

b7c

no recollection of having any involvement in the FISA LHM.
He told[686]the AGRT e was "not involved in [the] Lee LHM at all." {BLANK}7/16/99)

(U){BLANK}has
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(U) On June 13 1997, FBI-AQ inquired as to the status of the application and
that
left his desk a week earlier. He said it may still be
the “bowels
at Justice.” (AQI 5343)

d
SA{BLANK} it had
FBI SSA{BLANK}tol
in
of HQ or [it]may be
b6
b7c

(U) On June 19, 1997, FBI-AQ received the FISA LHM from FBI-HQ and SA
{BLANK} began reviewing it. (AQI 5215)

(U) On June 30,1997, SSA{BLANK}wenthunting for the application

{BLANK}

{BLANK}7/23/99){BLANK}

andfound it

{BLANK}

detailee
still
theNSLU. According toSSA
she aitpproved
and gaveit itand
to itleftthe FBI or
OIPR the same day.[687]SSA
and U
personally walked the application
over to OIPR, where they met with Alan Kornblum, who was then OIPR's Deputy
Counsel for Operations.{BLANK}7/23/99) They emphasized to Komblum the
importance of the matter and Komblum immediatelyassigned it to David Ryan, an OIPR
7/23/99; Kornblum 7/15/99;
Attorney Advisor, to draft a FISA application.
and SA{BLANK}talked b
AGO 133) Also on June 30,1997, SSA
telephone and reviewedthe LHM. (AQI 4,5190) Also that same day, UC
was asked to come to DOE with SSA{BLANK}and brief Notra Trulock "on the current
investigative status of the KINDRED SPIRIT case.”[688] (FBI 1029)

(U) By July 4,1997, Ryan had prepared a first draft and Kornblum came in on the
holiday to review it. (Kornblum 7/15/99) He made numerous comments in the draft and
it went back to Ryan for revisionthesame day. (FBI 3512)

b1
had no recollection ofapproving the FISA LHM for submission to

{BLANK}

OIPR

TrulThat
ock,{BLANK}and{BLANK}
[688]

DOE

b6,b7c

were

status ofthe FISA

briefing took

place on July 3,1997.

(FBI 1029) Present from DOE
The FBI advised the DOE representativesof the

application.
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b1

b6
b7c

Lee was interviewed repeatedlyby the FBI. These
in several FD-302's as follows:
November 9,1983
December 20,1983
December 20,1983
December 21,1983
January 3, 1984
January 24,1984
March 12, 1984

(FD-302 of interview of Lee)
(FD-302 of interview of Lee)
(FD-302 of interview of Lee)
(FD-302 of Lee)
(FD-302 of Lee)
(FD-302re polygraph of Lee)

(cover LHM)

(FBI2117-2119),
(FBI 2120-2122),
(FBI 2123-2125),
(FBI 2126-2127),
(FBI 2128-2129),
(FBI 2130-2132),
(FBI 2115-2116).

SA{BLANK}concerningatelephone

[691] This citation is to a handwrittennote by
conversation he had on Monday,July 14,1997, with SSA
{BLANK}toldthe FBI-AQ agents about his meetingwith Ryan and noted that “possibly”
the FBI docs not "have [a] lead pipe cinch.”
R requested additional information, S

AQI 5341) As to the three items for which

three
{BLANK}

wrote a note that suggested that SSA
R copies ofthe
items. The note reads: "As aresult
furnished theseitemstoDOJthismorning.”(Id.) The
AGRT
norecollection
has interviewedKornblum,
thatthesedocuments
Ryan
were
and{BLANK}on
actually”furnished”toRyan.
this matter and each
{BLANK}
indicated

{BLANK}
12/15/99;

Ruan 11/23/99; and Kornblum 11/23/99)Kornblum said

e was “certain” he

d never s
he never sa
never
the Lee
saw
FD-302's
the source
andreporting
he was “reasonbly
(Kornblum 11/23/99) It is almost certain that what SA{BLANK} referring to as ha
been “furnished” to OIPR on July 14, 1997 were eight inserts, further described below.
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b1

March 3, 1994 teletype
incident. (FBI 1038)

from

FBI-SI: to FBI-HQ concerning the February 23, 1994

(U)
Between
the
several
occurred:
Kornblum advised the Acting Counsel Intelligence
Gerald Schroeder,

(I)
for
Policy,
of the
existence of the matter and told him "you probably need to look at it." (Schroeder 7/7/99),
July 4 , 1997 and

FBI
b6
b7c

end of July,

events

{BLANK}

(2)SSA
drafted eight inserts for inclusion in the FISA application;[692](FBI
7474-7484) (3) A second draft of the FISA application was prepared by Ryan;[693]
and (4)
The last draft marked "Draft #3" - was prepared by Ryan, reflecting Kornblum's edits,
and incorporating,with some styIistic changes, the eight inserts. Inthis time period as
well, Kornblum and Ryan came to the judgment that the application did not meet the
probable cause standard and that conclusion was communicated to Schroeder. (Schroeder
7/7/99) Schroederread the draft application "cover to cover" and "didn't think it was
close.” (Id.)

(U)On July 24,1997, while one set of attorneys withinOIPR were:concluding
that the FISA application was insufficient to establish probable cause e to b

{BLANK}

were agents of a foreign power, another attorney within OIPR
was issuing{BLANK}approval ofthe Annual LHM for the Lee investigation

(AGO127)

b6

FBI
documentattributes the inserts to FBI-AQ. (FBI 7263) That is
SSA{BLANK}draftedtheinserts.{BLANK}4/27/00)

[692](U)One
incorrect.

(U) This is somewhat speculative because no Draft#2 has ever been located.
Ryan told the AGRT that he would ham had a hard copy ofDraft #2 m his file but, six
months to ayear after the events of July/August 1997, he destroyed the contentsof the
file. (Ryan7/8/99)
[693]

[694](U) The point here is not that the righthand didnot know what the left hand

was doing, not is it that OIPR was taking inconsistentpositions. The standard for
approving an Annual LHM (”reason to believe") is lower than the standard for approving
a FISA application (”probablecause") and, therefore, it is certainly possible that an
Annual LHM canbe approved while the FISA application in the same matter be denied.
The point here is how narrow was the range of ultimate disagreement: it began at “reason
to believe" and ended, a few increments later, at “probable cause.”
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FBI

b6
b7c

(U)

{BLANK}

On August 11, 1997, SSA
talkedto SA{BLANK}andtold him he would
be meeting with DOJ lawyers in the morning to convince them there was enough "IO go
forward." (AQI 5331)

(U)

On August 12,1997,

UC{BLANK}SSA{BLANK}NSLU

attorney

K o r n b l u m , Ryan and Schroedermet todiscuss the PI application.[695] OIPR
advised the FBI that there was insufficient information in the application to support a
finding of probable cause. OIPR's representatives said the following:[696]

(U) The application had been reviewed two or three times, including by
Schroeder, and it "doesn't meet test.”

question{BLANK}

One principal concernofOIPRwas as to the
OIPR said there was "some
probability" of this but "not enough to say it is more probable than not" A
second principal concern of OIPR was the Iack of evidence to demonstrate
that the Lees were "now"engaged in clandestine activity.

(U) OIPR also expressed concern about the FBI's failure to eliminate
the other individuals listed in the DOE Administrative Inquiry as having
had access to W-88information and having traveled to China, OIPR noted
that,while Lee and his wife were ethnic Chinese, so were two others on the
list. And, while Lee andhis wife had traveled to the PRC for conferences,
so too had all the others on the list.

The AGRT has two
of notes of this meeting, onemade by SSA
FBI
b6 {BLANK}(FBI 9414-9416) and one made by UC{BLANK}(FBI12475-12476)
[695]

(U)

[696]

(U) Ryan told the AGRT that Kornblum ran the meeting. (Ryan 7/8/99)

b7c

sets
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b1

(U)OIPR noted that Lee did not attempt to hide the fact that he had visited
a nuclear weapons facility while in the PRC and had, in fact, reported i t in

FBI

his travel report. According to OIPR, it "cuts both ways.
notes read: "Alan says why did [Lee]report visit if [thereis] clandestine
relationships.”

SSA{BLANK}

b6
b7c

OIPR noted that the FBI "wouldneed to eliminate"the others

b1

FBI

b6,b7c

[697] (U) A”matrix”analysis is ananalyticaldeviceusedinespionage investigations

tonarrow a list of suspects bycomparing known factors ofthe offense (e.g.,aclassified
document was compromise m Moscow on a certain date) withknown factors ofthe p
o
o
l
of suspects (e.g., travel recordsshowing which of the individuals who had access to the
classified documentwas inMOSCOW
on that certaindate). AS the knownfactorsgrow,
the list of suspects narrows, ideally to one candidate.
(U) IAPCM is the PRC's Institute of Applied Physics and Computational
Mathematics, which is the nuclear weapons design facility of the CAEP, the Chinese
Academy of EngineeringPhysics.
[698]
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FBi
b6
b7c

(U) The August 12, 1997 meeting between the FBI and OIPR was not

matter.{BLANK}

confrontational. SSA
said OIPR was "pulling with us” on this
7/23/99) Schroedersaiditwas "cordial, no acrimony" and "no hard feelings,;".
(Schroeder 7/7/99 Although it was U
view that "OIPR was wide ofthe mark,"
and it was
view that the
student "put them
thetop,”theagents,
accordingto Kornblum, urn, "didn't argue vociferously" at the meeting.
{BLANK}7/23/99, Kornblum 7/15/99) The FBI "accepted [the] fact at we believed case
wasn't sufficient" (Ryan 7/8/99)

{BLANK}

SSA{BLANK}

PRC

over

(U) Three weeks later, UC{BLANK}would send an e-mail to SSA{BLANK}reporting

on a telephone conversation with Ryan who was conveying some questionsposed by
Schroederin reference to an anticipated September 5,1997 FBI briefing to the NSC.
One of the questions asked was this: "Willthe FISA turn down be mentioned?" UC
answer made it clear that the FBI,though it disagreed with OIPR's decision,
it had gotten a fair hearing: The "turn down" should be mentioned "[o]nly if
brought up - but in a non-hostile fashion given full review given the request by OIPR
staff.” (FBI 12434) AD Lewis expressed the same message in a note to Director Freeh:
“[Kornblum] had apparently made a real effort to find a way for an application to go
forward." As DAD Sheila Horan said, OIPR's rejection of the FISA application was not
“malevolent.” (Koran 7/29/99) “Everyone acted in good faith.” (Parkinson 8/11/99)

thought

(U) On August 24 1997, the FBI would make one mom effort to obtain a FISA
order. It, too, would be unseccessful. See Chapter 12.
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'

C (U) Draft #3 met the probable case” standard
1.

(U) Introduction

(U)The Attorney General and the Directorof the FBI arc the two individuals who,
for the past severalyears, have had the most to do with whether a particular FISA
application went forward to the FISA Court. In the Wen Ho Lee investigation, however,
neither the Attorney General nor the Director had any involvement in the initial[699]
determination that the Lee application would not go to the FISA Court. Nevertheless,
both have formed firm opinions as to the merits of Draft #3. It is the Attorney General's
view that it did not meet the probable cause standard. (Reno 11/30/99) Director Freeh
believes it did.[700] (Freeh 11/11/99) The AGRT also believes it did and, given what was
known at the time, it should have gone to the FISA Court.

(U)
Three points should be made at the outset of this discussion:
(U) First, even within the FBI, there is a recognitionthat the Wen Ho Lee FISA
application was something less than overwhelming: Deputy Director B ant described it
FBI
as not "the strongest"he had ever seen. (Bryant 11/15/99) SSA
described it as a "borderline case" and "not an easy call."
b7c described it as 'somewhat close.”[701] (Parkinson 8/11/99)
en beforethe FISA
application was submitted, the FBI understood that it wouldbe close. See an FBI

{BLANK}

b6

(U) The Attorney General would have some involvement in the "appeal" of
that determination. SeeChapter 12.
[699]

[700]
(
U)Di
r
ector
Freeh’s vim ofthe FISAapplication generally shared by
other FBI officials. SC Dillardsaid that the applicationwas “sufficient”and thathe had

seen other applicationsthathad gone to the couterwith”less.” (Dillard8/6/99) Deputy
Director Bryant said the same thing:he had "seen other [FISAapplications]approved on
less information.” (Bryant 11/15/99) FBI General Counsel Larry Parkinson described
Draft #3 as "a pretty good package." (Parkinson 8/11/99) DAD Horan said: "It should
have gone the other way." (Horan 7/29/99)
[701]

(U)
"But," he added, "not that close.” (Parkinson 8/11/99)
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"neverbeing turned down" by the FISA Court should be "nothing to brag about"
a former chief of the NSLU, told the AGRT that it
FBI (Dillard8/6/99) SSA
real reluctance [at DOJ] to present [to the FISA
b6 was his impression that
Court] close question cases" and that OIPR was "too timid" in processing FISAs. {BLANK}
b7c 8/5/99) General Counsel Parkinson's view was that OIPR was "too concerned about
maintaining a perfect record." (Parkinson 8/11/99) Parkinson added that he ”would feel
better ifoccasionally FISAs were rejected - [it] would mean we were being aggressive."
(Id.) "Almost by definition, ifyou never lose you are not taking enough to [the FISA]

therewasa

Court.” (Id.)

(U)
The question ofwhether OIPR is "too conservative"
FISA applications is beyond scope of AGRT's
the

the

in its general handling of
mission.[703] What we can say is

[702](U)Thispointwasechoed
by numerous FBI officials: "too strict" (Horan
7/29/99);”tooconservative NSLUAttorney{BLANK}
(noting the”increasing

(Parkinson 8/11/99); seealso
.ofits perfect record.”)
'on" that OIPRwas “too conservative, too protective
7/16/99) According to Marion ”Spike”Bowman, of the FBI's Office of General
there is "absolutely no doubt at all that OIPR has set [the probable cause]

Counsel,
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that OIPR was "too conservative” in the handling o f this particular application
Nevertheless, there are three factors that suggest that the FBI’s complaints have merit
(U) First, there is that perfect record. While there IS something almost unseemly
in the use of such a remarkable track record as proof of error, rather than proof of
excellence, it is nevertheless true that this record suggests the use of "PC+,"
an insistence
on a bit more than the law requires.
(U) Second, the frequency and intensity of the complaints which the AGRT has
heard is not par for the course. Agents and prosecutors do carp at each other, of course.
After all, given the nature of this work,given its obvious high stakes and high stress, a
certain amount of grumbling, and outright complaints, is expected. What the AGRT
heard was more than that, and we heard it fromall levels in the Bureau. That this
included the Director - who has certified innumerable FISA applications over the years
indicates a real and unresolved problem.

-

(U) Third, although it is true that it is impossible to extrapolate from one
application to all applications, the fact that OIPR did reject the Wen Ho Lee application is
significant. If OIPR applies "too conservative" an approach to this application - an
application ina matter of extraordinary consequence that received very careful scrutiny
and attention from OIPR's senior staff- it suggests that it applies "too conservative” an
approach in the routine applications as well.

(U)Thefinalpointtomakeisthis:AlthoughtheFBIhasclearlyexpressedthe

FBI

b6

b7c

view that OIPR has set the probable cause standard too high, it has also clearly expressed
said the
theviewthatitgenerallyhasmanagedtoworkthroughthatproblem. SSA

SSA{BLANK}

FBI ”didbattle”with OIPR ”everyday”butthat itsolved ”99.99%”
oftheproblems.

examination of hundreds of applications, i.e., those that were approved for submission to
the FISA Court, those that were rejected for submissionto the FISA Court, and those that
were postponed pending the receipt of more information.
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FBI
b6
b7c

{BLANK}8/5/99)

[\-

Parkinson agreed that there have been " ~ c r yfew” unresolved
disagreements[704] (Parkinson 8/11/99)

(U) A principal reason that the FBI and OIPR have been able to resolve their
differences is that when OIPR sent the FBI back for more evidence,the FBI was able to
put more evidence on the table. Most assuredly, the FBI could have done that here as
well. Indeed, as is described below, the FBI had to look no farther than SSA
own "in box" for that evidence. Unfortunately, the FBI did not appreciate whatt i r had
o
what it could readily acquire.

{BLANK}

(U)
Ifit is true, as SSA{BLANK}said, that 99.99% of the FBI's problems with OIPR
get resolved, the Wen Ho Lee case was the one that got
away.

2. (U) Thegoverning

law

(U)
So far as is relevant to this chapter, to obtain a FISA order, it was necessary
to persuade the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISA Court") that there was
"probable cause" to believe that Wen Ho Lee was an "agent of a foreign power." 50
U.S.C. § 1805(a)(3)(A).

a (U) Probablecause
(U) The FISA statute docs not define "probable cause," although it is clear from
the legislative history that Congress intended for this term to have a meaning analogous
to that typically used in criminalcontexts.[705] The Supreme Court has said that it isnot

'T
majorityofFISAapplications/renewalshavebeen
approved by OIPR and submittedto the FISACourt. That is no insignificant

accomplishment Accordingto DOJrecords, therewere 11,201 FISAapplications from
1979 through 1998, including 749 in 1997, theyear OPIRhandled the Wen HOLee
application. (FBI 11174)
(U) See e.g., S. Rep. No. 95-604, pt. 1, at 47 (1977), reprintedin 1978
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3904,3948 ("Indetermining whether probablecause exists [underwhat
became 50 U.S.C. § 1805(a)(3)] the court must consider the same requisite elements
[705]
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possible to articulate precisely what the term “probable cause”means. Ornelas v. United
States, 517 U.S. 690, 695 ( (1996).[706] “We have described...probable cause to search as
existingwhere the known facts and circumstances arc sufficient lo warrant a man of
reasonable prudence in the belief that contraband or evidenceof a crime will be found.”
Id, at 696. “In dealing with probable cause...,as the very name implies, we deal with
probabilities.” Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 175 (1949) (emphasis added).”’

(U) Probable cause means “more than bare suspicion.” Id.[708] Instead, as the
Supreme Court described the role of the judicial officer asked to issue a warrant:

which govern such determinations in the traditional criminal context”).
[706] 9U) It is a “commonsense, nontechnical conception[]that deal[s] w
ith the
factual and practical considerations of everyday life on which reasonable and prudent
men,not legal technicians, act” Ornelas 517 U.S. at 695 (quotation marks and citations

omitted).

(U) “ W e an effort to fix some general, numerically precise degree of
certainty correspondingto ”probable cause” may not be helpful, it i s clear that...the
probability...of
criminal activity is the standard of probable cause.” Illinois v. Gates,
462 U.S. 213,235 (1982) (emphasis added, quotationmarks and citation omitted).
“Probable cause exists where the facts and circumstances within their (the officer’s)
knowledge and of which theyhad reasonablytrustworthyinformation (art) sufficient in
themselvestowarrant amanofreasonabIecautioninthebeliefthatanoffensehas been
or isbeing committed.” Brinegar, 338U.S. ut 175(quotationsmarksandcitation
omitted). “Becausemanysituationswhichconfrontofficersinthecourseofexecuting
theirduties are more or lessambiguous,roommustbe allowedfor some mistakes on
their part. But the mistakes must be those of reasonable men, actingon facts leading
sensibly to their conclusions ofprobability.” Id.at 176 (emphasis added).
[707]

(U) See S. Rep. No.95-604, pt. 1, at 28,1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3929 (”[i]t is
clear...that the circumstances must not be merely suspicious, but must be sufficient
support for a finding of probable cause”).
[708]
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Thetask

(U)
of the issuing magistrate is simply to make a
practical, common-sense decision whether, given all the
circumstance set forth in the affidavit before him...,there
is a fairprobability that contraband or evidence of a crime
will be found in a particular place.
Gates, 462 U.S.at 238. (emphasis added).[709]

b.

(U) Agent of a foreign Dower

(U)
So far as is relevant here, the term "agent of a foreign power" is definedin

who...knowingly

the FISA statute as "any person
engages in clandestine intelligence
gathering activities[710] for or on behalf of a foreign power, which activities involve or may

(U) The determination of probable cause is to be based upon the "totality of
the circumstances."Gates, 462 U.S.at 238. CompareS. Rep. No. 95-604, pt. 1, at 28,
1978 U.S.C.C.A.N.3929 ("[i]n applying these Various tests, the judge is expected to take
[709]

all the known circumstances into account”).

[710] (U) The term "clandestine intelligencegatheringactivities" is not defined in
the statute. “The imprecisionof these terms reflects an assessment of the nature and
difficulty offoreign counterintelligence investigations." s. Rep.NO.95-701,at 12
(1978), reprinted in1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3973,3981. According to the legislative history,
the term ”includescollection or transmission of information or material that is not
generally available to thepublic, or covert contacts with an intelligenceservice or
networkby means of 'drops' or other methodscharacteristicofforeignintelligence
operations.” Id.at 21-22,1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3990-91. It includesspying andactivities

directlyrelatedtospyingthatmayviolatetheespionagestatutes,aswellasthecollection
of industrial or technologicalmaterial in a manner that mayviolate other statutes. Id.at
22.1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3991. “Whateverthe nature of the information or material
gathered or transmitted by the foreign agent, there must be a clandestine aspect. THe bill
requires that the alleged foreign agent not only be working for or on behalf of a foreign
power, but also, as a separate requirement, that he be engaged in clandestine intelligence
gathering activity." Id. See also H.RRep. No.95-1283, pt. 1, at 38 (1978).
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involve[711] a violation of the criminal statutes o f the United States.” 50 U.S.C.§
1801(b)(2)(A)

(U)The use of the present tense in the term "knowingly engages” has given rise to
what has been called the “currency”debate. (Kornblum 7/15/99) That is, how current
must an individual's clandestineintelligencegathering activities be in order to meet the
requirements of the FISA statute? In reviewing a FISA application, Kornblum
indicated that he looks for indications ofactivity in the last six months. (Kornblum
7/15/99) We believe that is far too rigid and cramped an interpretation of what it means

to be presently engaged in clandestine intelligence gathering activities.

(U)Espionage
cases are differentand rules requiring activity within six months or
a year or even longer are inappropriate. Hostile intelligenceservices may clandestinely
insert an agent into the United Statesand not activatehim for years. An agent may be
instructed to take specific actions only after a long period of dormancy. Long periods of

(U) The use of the term "may involve" is an instance where the FISA statute's
probable cause requirement differs from that used in the criminal context The statute
"adopts probable cause standardsthat allow surveillance at an early stage in the
investigative process by not requiring that a crime be imminent or that the elements of a
[711]

specificoffenseexist. Surveillanceofclandestineintelligencegatheringactivitiesthat
'mayinvolve’ a criminalviolation...makes it possible to discover whether a person is
likelyto commit an offense in the foreseeable future.” S. Rep. No.95-701, at 13,1978
U.S.C.C.A.N.3981. However, “[t]hewords ‘mayinvolve’...arenot intended to

encompassindividualswhoseactivitiesclearlydonoviolatefederallaw. Theyare
intendedto encompass individuaIs engagedinclandestineintelligencegathering
activitieswhich may, as an integralpart of those activities, involve a violation of federal
law. Theycover the situation where thegovernment cannot establish probable cause that
the foreign agent's activities involve a specificcriminal act, but where there am sufficient
specific and articulable facts to indicate that a crime may be involved.” Id.at 23,1978
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3992. Moreover, “inorder to find 'probable cause' to believe the subject
of the surveillance is an 'agent of a foreign power'...thejudge must,of course, find
that each and every element of that status exists." Id.at 53,1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4022.
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time may elapse
acts o f clandestine intelligence gathering Each of these,
dependingon its particular and unique facts, may or may not meet the standards of
“currency.”
(U) FISA's legislative history provides support for this view. According to the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence ("HPSCI"):

(U) [E]vidence that a person engaged in the proscribed
activities six months or longer ago might well, depending on
the circumstances and other evidence, be sufficientto show
probable cause that he is still engaged in the activities. For
instance, evidence that a U.S.person was for years a spy for a
power currently hostile to the UnitedStates, but who had

dropped out of sightfor afewyears, would probably be
sufficient to show "probable cause" that he was, having now
reappeared, continued to engage in the clandestine
intelligence activities.

H.R Rep. No,95-1283, pt. I, at 37 (emphasis added).

See also S. Rep. No.95-701, at

23, 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3992:

(U) There does not have to be a current or imminent
violation if there is probable cause that criminal acts may be
committed.[712]

[712]

(U) But see this additional language from the same report:

(u) Thecommitteerecognizesthatanargumentcanbe

made that a person could be surveiled for an inordinate
period of time. Thatisclearly nottheintention. Indeed, even
upon an assertion by the government that an informant has
claimed that someone has been instructed by a foreign power
to go into "deep cover” for severalyears before actually
commencing his espionage activities,such facts would not
necessarily be encompassed by the phrase "may involve.”...
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d that OIPR had rejected ”acouple ofgood
b6 sleeper cases” for what it consideredtobe a lackof “currency.”
b7c saw no reason for a specific six month requirement. {BLANK}7/16/99)

FBI “sleepers.” (Horan7/29/99) SSA

[714]

(U) On April 29,1997,

SSA{BLANK}faxed a first draft out to FBI-AQ, (AQI
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b1

Fourth, Draft #3 identified Wen Ho Lee and SylviaLee
o traveled to China during the pertinent time

period,

{BLANK}who
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noting that

b1

Seventh, Draft#3 states that during each of these two trips to China, and
while he was at the IAPCM,

discussionswith PRC

naturalizedAmericancitizenfromtheHunan
Province, inChina. (FBI 13311)
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Tenth, Draft

#3statedthatonboththeirtripstoChina

b1

(FBI 13316)

LeesmighthavecometoberecruitedtocompromisetheW-88information.
Eleventh, Draft #3 identified an entirely separate avenue by which. the
the

(FBI

13318)

and security concerns. "The FBI

employment at LANL that would suggest
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DOEb6

at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.[717]

b6DOE
b7c

and{BLANK}

{BLANK}” (FBI 13314)

b1

(FBI3586)
(FBI3587)

[717](U) This is not quite correct. Sylvia Lee{BLANK}

(Kirby 4/27/00)
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DOE

b6
b7c

b1

(Id.)
However, according to Draft #3, “the FBI

page504

b1

[718](FBI

3588)
[718]

This statement is completely inaccurate.

(SF87)
How did this error work its way into Draft #3?

2126-2127), were one of the three items concerning which OIPR requested additional
information on July 11, 1997. (AQI 5341)
-

-

I

error, however, does got alter the ultimate significance of the

probablecausecalculus.Itdoesnotnegatetheimportanceof:
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b1

Fifteenth, Draft #3 in
espionage investigation of Wen Ho

discussionbelow.
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b1

(FBI 3589)
I

Seventeenth, Draft #3 stated that, despite

(FBI3589)
Eighteenth, Draft #3 elaborateson the significanceof

(FBI3590)

[721](FBI3591)

Twentieth,Draft#3statesthat
[721]
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‘

(U)
Twenty-first, Draft #3 stated that the FBI had interviewed the Director of
X Division in April 1997 and learned two items o f significance:

b1

Twenty-second,Draft#3statesthat

(FBI3592)

wasso, andsaidhewouldhavethestudentworkonalesssensitiveresearchproject
while
thelab.” (FBI 3592) Lee’s immediatesupervisor confirmedthat LANL
visiting

workon”asanitizedprojectwhichisveryacademic andopen.”

wouldhave{BLANK}
[722]
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b1

Twenty-fourth,

(FBI13324-13325)
b. (U) Thefactorsnotsupportingprobablecause

(U)To be sure, Draft #3 also contained reference to other information that diluted

the significance of the information that supported probable cause. That information
consisted of the following:
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b1
(U) (4) Wen Ho he's trips to the PRC were disclosed on trip reports submitted to
LANL, including his visits to the IAPCM, and also including lists of PRC scientists with
whom he said he came into contact.

(6) Lee was given a polygraphin January 1984 concerning whether he had
as well as the nature of his
“passed” the polygraph

c. (U) Analysis

Second,Draft#3 demonstratedjusthowsmalltheuniverseofpotential
suspectswas. Any bonafide suspectwould first
s to the W-88 data, i.e., holders ofTop
Secret "Q" clearances. Then the pool of suspects was even further limited to individuals
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